
 



Hello, I am Sister Cho Jeong Hui (Dorothea). When I was young, my 
grandmother was in a coma. I remember the day when she suddenly 
woke up and said “How surprised I am that the Blessed mother comes to 
me…now I am going to my Father’s home.” Then she passed away to 
heaven. I thank my grandmother for planting the seed of faith in my 
family. When I was in the first year of high school, my brother who was 
in the army died. He had encouraged me to be renewed, giving me the 
book ‘Jonathan Livingston Seagull’. I believe that his death brought me 
closer to God and helped make me who I am.   

The merciful Lord opened the way and the community accepted me because I was inspired by Mother 
Seton’s longing for Eternity. So I became a sister of Charity even though I was a latecomer. 
I was missioned as a Korean teacher to Saint Joseph Girls’ High 
School and Somyong Girls’ High School. Living with Korean and 
U.S sisters in both local communities, I met our Lord who wanted 
me not to be perfect but to be happy in every moment. In the last 
year of the school when I had responsibility for third year students, I 
had a precious experience that God would fill me up when I 
overcame fears and made an effort to do my best in the power given 
by Him. Then I worked at Margaret Community Child Care Center 
with elementary and middle school students and at Jungmun Parish 

in Jeju-do Island. Now I’m 
offering pastoral care service in Chosun University Hospital. 
When listening to the life stories of the 
patients and caregivers I become serious and 
thoughtful.  
I consider each day as the last day of my 

life so everyday life is valuable and I try to 
get over the difficulties in daily life before 
going to bed. Every day I write the 
passage of the bible that touched me and 

record all that I am thankful for. I am grateful that a sister who is working alone in the 
parish and I can share community life and advise each other during the short period of 
time that we meet together.  
Also, I believe that it is a gift for us to pray for each other with 

blessing even if we are far away. 
When I attend Mass or pray the rosary 
or stay in adoration, I remember my 
prayer partner and pray for her to have 
a good day in the power and light given 
by our Lord. Then I think “she also 
remembers me” and smile.  
As life goes on, there are lots of things 
that I don’t understand, both life and death are mysterious. I keep trusting 

my Lord who stands by me and opens my heart to the Truth. Asking the 
Lord for the grace that I can follow as He prayed on the cross; I want to take a step forward as a sister 
in pure and great faith.  


